
What If? 

What if for a reckless hour 
we smothered our consuming passion 
to invade every nook and corner 
of the world, weigh, measure add it up; 
what if, for once, we ceased' 
to arrange and organize and regulate 
and turn all to practical account· 
what if we gave up our stored up' 
and sorted-out intelligence, 
shut down the computers 
that measure the GNP, ended mass 
production, forgot about sending men 
to the moon, and gave up our grasping 
manipulative spirit, our calculative ' 
if, even for a moment, reason; 
we no longer approached the world 
as something to be attacked and conquered 
escaped our stupor of knowledge, ' 
9ut accepted instead 
the simple enchantment of say 
the windness of the wind, 
the treeness of trees, 
acquiesced to what they have to say, 
abandoned ourselves and opened ourselves 
to mystery--
wou~d the world which now seems to be only 
an inert and vast collocation of facts 
a cold vacuity, speechless, ' 
touch us with insight, 
enthrall our alienated heart 
and sing jubilant alleluias 
to the mystery of being 
with the simplicity of its sheer presence? 
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Approximately 3300 years ago, a poet-prophet-priest 
named (perhaps) Moses, wrote: "In the beginning God cre
ated the heaven and the earth." Late in the 18th century 
the German speculator Herder wrote: "We live in a world 
we ourselves create." In 1893, Anton Chekov, the physi
cian-storyteller-playwright, wrote in a personal letter 
to a friend: "I'll begin by saying I'm ill. It's a vile, 
disgusting illness, not syphilis, something worse--hemor
rhoids--pain, itching, and nervous tension; I can't sit or 
walk, and my whole body is so irritated it rokkes me want 
to slip a noose around my neck. I feel that no one wants 
to understand me and that everyone is stupid and unfair." 
Herbert Dingle, in his last address as president of the_ 
Royal Astronomical Society, said: "The universe. • • is 
a hypothetical entity of which what we observe is.an a~
most negligible part ••• In cosmology we are again, like 
the philosophers of the Middle Ages, facing a world almost 
entirety unknown." The keen observer of bees, Karl von 
Frisch, wrote: "The evolution of living nature has been 
going on on this earth for millions of years, and there 
is no reason why it should stop now. Man too, as a member 
of living nature is bound by its laws. Like the animals, 
Man has to adapt himself daily to the demanding tasks of 
life. " 

These five assertions could lv.i.,,,~ been taken, with 
slightly different wordiilgs, from five---or 5000--other 
sources. Eaah of them declares a vision, a way of seeing 
ourselves, others, and our environment. A curriculum ~s 
a vision. The curriculum,I announce here is an eclectic 
vision; from each of the five asserted worlds, I take what 
suits me. 

1. From the God created woi:-ld, whei:-e teachers are priests, 
I take the vision of hell at the bottom of. Dante's Inferno, 
where Satan stands locked in i.<:.8; chewing forever on Judas 
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and Brutus. The curriculum should include instruction Ln 
caring, in being loyal ta frien,'15, and in refusing to ,nur
der. 

2. From the human created world, where teachers are cre
ators, I take the model of Albert Schweitzer, going with 
Bach and Jesus into a human world to heal and sing. 
3. From Dingle's hypothetical universe, I take Brecht's 
Galileo, doing what is necessary to make it possible to 
continue making hypotheses. 
4. From Chekov's painful world, I take the desire to co~ 
municate my individual sense of suffering and being mis
understood. I insist on cherishing my hemorrhoids, and 
asking you to cherish them. 
5. From the naturalist's world, I take the process of a 
Henri Fabre spending decades asking questions of his pine 
beetles. His vision sent him out to ask, perhaps even to 
pray, certainly to hope, that his insects would show him 
their ability to reason. His honesty sent him back to his 
study, for decades, to record his latest observations that 
showed that pine beetles cannot reason. Stated thus, I 
conclude that we should have five departments, and that all 
students should be required to take experiences (courses?) 
in all f~ve: Caring; Changing; Hypothesizing; Sharing; and 
Observing. 

The five visions imply ways of being in the world: 
in the priest's world we obey; in Herder's world we create 
societies, languages, law, art, et~.; in Chekov's world we 
make hypotheses about our universe, we think, and, in Von 
Frisch's wbrld we adapt ourselves to the laws of nature, 
or else. If it were possible for one person to be all 
these, that person would be liberally educated. A curric
ulum that encouraged students to try all these ways of 
seeing and being would be a liberal curd.c11lum. Here is 
a definition of an integrated graduate of this liberal 
curriculum: A dutiful s1Jfferer who, while participating 
in the continuing creation of society, makes and tests 
hypotheses about the universe, and studies those na.tural 
laws which control the evolution of nature. 

The best possible guarantee, and this an imperfect 
one, that the curriculum will graduate such integrated per
sons, is to expose the students to integrated professors. 
No mattf:'r what names are used for .courses, departments and 
divisions, the professed ways·of seeing and lived ways'of 
being come from the persons in the courses. The curriculum 
is an announced way of seeing, and it is also a very suc
cessful concealment of persons who see, The English pro
fessor who lives with Herder in a world t:1at is conti,u10usly t , 
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• g created by humans, could reasonably be. pla;:ed in a 
be 1.n • · d 1· · 1 · "department" along with the sociologist anb ~o

1 
iticat··sci-

entist who are persuaded that humans are usi Y ~:e1 ing t 
h ·r own world. The historian who sees humans iv ng ou 

ta~~erns according to natural laws might just as_well be a 
p ber of the psychology or biology department, if those 
::;artments are staffed by persons who view the world as 
did Von Frisch. 

I can imagine a sort of Aristotelian curriculum with 
four departments: Knowing; Making; Acting; and Being. ~he 
raduate would be an intelli~ent artist who acts responsibly 

foward others while being an independent creature. 

1 can imagine a curriculum designed ~o e~cou:ag~ the de:el-
ment of human faculties: memory; imagination, reason, 

0 lll• and the passions. In fact, it sounds pretty exciting 
~o think of students enrolling in Will 219, or Advanced Mem
oey 345, or The Passionate Person 499. 

I advocate the flexible curriculum. I think we should 
write into the college constitution the inflexible require
ment that the curriculum be changed every ten years. Cur
riculum problems are taxonomy problems. _If the p:o:essors 
are required to taxonomize their professional activities, 
once a decade, they might maintain their ability to_rem7m
ber the problems humans encounter when they start dividing 

up the world. 
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